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Dedicated Server Games

“Evaluation of all game rules and handling of physics is handled 

on the server. Clients only receive a ‘view’ on the current state.”

 Many modern games do this, mainly to prevent cheating.

 The server is the only authority.

 The main problem a game has to deal with is time:

 Lag

 Handling differing client frame rates

 When do things happen on all systems

Tribes 2

Half Life 2

Quake Wars



Dedicated Server Games

Networking in Quake 1: Lockstep

Quake 1 uses a dedicated server model. 

In this game, even a single player game runs on a server (which 

runs on the same machine). 

The used network model is called ‘Lockstep’:

 User input  Game logic & simulation  Visualization 



Dedicated Server Games

Lockstep:  All clients run at the same speed.

 Input from all clients is gathered before all clients render.

 The fastest client should run the server.

 The slowest client drags all others down.

This model works well on a LAN, when all systems are of 

comparable speed. Networking implementation is straight forward.



Dedicated Server Games

What if the situation is more complicated?

 Systems are not on a LAN

 No guarantees about network speed / system speed

 Too much data to synchronize everything

 Clients cannot always be trusted

Worst case scenario: FPS over the Internet

(as always, games pose the biggest challenge)
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Dead Reckoning

Most basic behavior: Update object positions whenever we receive 

an updated position.

Slightly better: 

position = previous position + speed 

(where ‘speed’ is the difference between two previous positions)

Good:

position = previous position + speed

speed = previous speed + acceleration

(where ‘speed’ and ‘acceleration’ are send with each update)

“Every object moves in a predictable manner. Only send data 

when prediction will fail.”

Data sent:

1. Position

2. Speed

3. Acceleration



Dead Reckoning

“Every object moves in a predictable manner. Only send data 

when prediction will fail.”

Handling mispredictions

Option 1: Simply move the plane to the correct position

Option 2: Interpolate to the correct position in a small number of steps
(this is valid, since the client only gets a visualization of the situation)

Problem: What if the client fires at a mispredicted image?



Dead Reckoning - SUMMARY

“Every object moves in a predictable manner. Only send data 

when prediction will fail.”

Dead reckoning is used for:

1.  Reducing bandwidth: 

Only send what cannot be predicted

2.  Handling packet loss

Fill in the gaps

Note that these two are somewhat contradictionary!
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Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

The Source engine (HL2, CounterStrike) runs the entire game on 

the server.

Quick facts:  33 or 66 ticks per second

 Client only sends keyboard / mouse input

 Server handles rules and simulation

 Server sends ‘snapshots’ @ 20 fps

 Everything happens in the past

 Clients ‘simulate’ the ‘now’



Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

Client: Running asynchronous, rendering as fast as possible

Server: Running at a fixed rate: 20Hz for communication, 33 for simulation

 Process input

 Simulation

 Check game rules

 Update object states

Snapshot:

Delta-compression

Acknowledge number



Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

ping

It takes time for a server state to reach a client -

And for a client to get input to the server.



Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

The client visualizes the past:

T – 100ms

T

T - 100

Why?

For T – 100 we have several 

snapshots before and after that 

time – Needed for interpolation.

(even if some data is missing!)



http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Image:Lag_compensation.jpg
http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Image:Lag_compensation.jpg


Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

This system solves packet loss and visible lag, but what happens 

when the user interacts with the game?

 Every interaction is based on a visualization of the past (-100ms)!

Firing a bullet in the past:

The engine checks the shot against the world as it was 100ms ago.

Walking in the past:

Movement commands have a delay of 100ms.

Collision (with moving things) in the past:

Client predicts – Server decides.



Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Networking model of the Source engine

What happens if:

 You shoot someone, but someone else did that too

 You have severe packet loss

 You fire a railgun? 



Modern Server-based Network Gaming

Nexuiz http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h07hMlU3cM8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h07hMlU3cM8
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Quake3 Network Model : “Why is it so good?”

1. Is it? 

2. Simplicity

3. UDP only

4. Numbered ‘delta snapshots’

5. Acknowledge from client

6. Huffman compression

...and that’s it.

(Note that this does not solve the time 

issue, it only provides a fast, simple and 

stable network communications model)
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FINAL ASSIGNMENT DETAILS - PAGE 1 - FEATURES

Create a client/server multiplayer game.

Minimal ingredients:

LOBBY – Here players join the server, negotiate settings, and start the game. The lobby 

includes a chat box, and an option to enable RakNet’s ‘bad network’.

GAMEPLAY – See subsequent pages for options. Your game must be able to run over LAN 

and over the internet. Use motion prediction to counter packet loss. Use reliable and 

unreliable transfer where applicable. Make efficient use of bandwidth.

DEBRIEFING – Inform players about final scores. Loop back to lobby.

Sticking to minimum criterea + meeting deadline = 6.



FINAL ASSIGNMENT DETAILS - PAGE 2 - DELIVERABLES

Deliverables:

FIRST OF ALL - A working application. The application must compile ‘out of the box’ (i.e., by 

copying files to HD, clicking the vcproj file and hitting F5) into a working executable, in both 

debug and release mode. Include all files that are needed for this, and test your submission 

(the final CD).

A REPORT - Describing at least the following: Your networking model: How do you 

synchronize data? What data do you synchronize? How is time handled? How do you handle 

packet loss and lag? Your network security: (How) did you protect your data? How hard would 

it be to cheat using the chosen model? Bandwidth utilization: How much data is transferred 

for your game and for what objects? What are the minimal connection requirements?

Hand in your project and all related files (including the report) 

on a CD. Hand in a paper copy of your report as well. Write 

your name, class and student number as well as the date 

and the course name on all materials.



FINAL ASSIGNMENT DETAILS - PAGE 3 - DEADLINE

Deadline:

The deadline for this project is (as usual) Wednesday in the exam week, 

16.00 sharp. Late deliveries: 0.1 second - 24 hours late: -10%; 24 hours and 0.1 second -

48 hours late: -20%; more than 48 hours late: -100%.



FINAL ASSIGNMENT DETAILS - PAGE 3 - DEADLINE

Concept 1:

Multiplayer BoulderDash: Tile based game, where you dig through soil to 

get to diamonds. Rocks without support will fall. When a falling rock hits 

a player, the player is killed. 

In the multiplayer version, skip the diamonds, just battle with rocks. One 

player is at the top of the screen, the other at the bottom. The one at the 

bottom has reversed gravity. Game ends when:

 A player is crushed;

 No rocks are left in the playfield;

 Time runs out.

Extra points:

 Scrolling map

 More than 2 players

 Cool things I didn’t think of.



FINAL ASSIGNMENT DETAILS - PAGE 3 - DEADLINE

Concept 2:

Make the PR3 final assignment multi-player capable. Feel free to use 

either the optimized or the original version.

Extra points:

 Optimized version (own or stolen)

 More than 2 players

 More weapons

 In-game chat
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TODO:

“Create at least one entity in your game that moves with basic motion 

prediction. Test this functionality using the ‘network degrader’ that comes 

with RakNet.”

We will use this code for the next lecture, that handles advanced motion 

prediction, so make sure you bring working code!

Read:

http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Source_multiplayer_networking

http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Lag_compensation

http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Source_multiplayer_networking
http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Lag_compensation



